Jennings j-22 parts diagram

The Jennings J This gun is definitely not top of the line but it was my first so i have gotten
attached. It has preformed well but is somewhat picky with ammo CCI Minimag is best. This
instructable will show you how to field strip the J for cleaning and inspection. You start by
finding a location free of disturbances such as running children, flying animals or other things
that may take your attention away from the task at hand. If not it could actually kill you so Once
you have chosen a safe location make sure the gun is not loaded if it is unload it. If the gun is
not loaded check to be sure the gun is not loaded. Taking down the slide is easy once you get
the hang of it. Now take the magazine and use the front lip to press in the take down pin. With
the slide back and the pin depressed the rear of the slide should lift off of the frame. BE
CAREFUL when letting go of the take down pin, it is spring loaded and if you're not careful it
can fly across the room and land behind a shelf or some other place that you have to go search
for it. Finally the slide can be pull forward off of the frame. Simply pull the Take-down pin and
spring out of the rear of the slide, sometimes the pin will come to if not just tilt back the slide
and it will fall out. Re assembly is in reverse order same steps apply only backwards. Thanks for
reading and be safe. Tip 1 year ago. The J was the first pistol I shot. Ammo picky, constant slide
bites, soft frame and slide but Reply 1 year ago. My experience with ammo the Remington
Thunderbolt works flawlessly up to 50 rounds, then the J says Clean Me. By Lucky7x7 Follow.
More by the author:. About: I like to Create things, destroy things, and learn about things in the
process. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! How to Make a Trout Net by
trailogy in Fishing. Reply Upvote. Same here Thunderbolt works the best in all mine. JA and two
J's. Bob's Gun Shop Inc. Po Box Royal AR We Have over 42, Magazines for Models! Or Order
Now! Place Order. Or Print an Order Form. Give us their Number and we will. Listed here and
add new ones Constantly. ASK if you don't see your Model. Click to Enlarge. Astra Cadix. Armi
Galesi Beretta B Beretta Beretta Jetfire Beretta Jaguar Browning Bryco Charter Police Colt Jr
Colt Ace Colt Mark III Colt Pony Colt Python Colt Agent Colt Trooper Colt Cobra Colt Viper Colt
Scout Old Double Firing Pins. Firing Pins for Outside Hammer Doubles. Click to Enlarge Picture.
Front Diameter. One of these can generally be fitted to. Most Models of the old hammer
Doubles. Erma EP Erma ET Erma LA Erma RX Excam TA Derringer Double FBI Auto Femeru
Firearms International "D". French A French S Galesi Galesi B Gacedo Model Garcia Model D
Great Western SA GZ Spanish Auto Hawes Derringer HS Large SA Hy Hunter Large SA Hy
Hunter Derringer HS Duramatic HS Sport King HS Victor HS Citation HS Supermatic HS Military
HS Olympic HS Sharp Shooter HS Sentinel Large F. HS Double Nine HS Longhorn HS High
Sierra On sport king model, let us know if it has a push button takedown or lever takedown.
Model 72 Pump Iver Johnson. Late 22 Revolvers Early22 Revolvers SA Small Frame Jap Single
Barrel MAB Spanish. Any Caliber Except. Model D. Manufrance Pump-Auto. Left new model
firing Pin Flat Firing pin Round Firing pin Model 39A Ma A-1 22 Auto Rifle Ma Premier Auto
Shotgun Ma 20 Bolt Rifle Ma A Bolt Rifle.. Ma 25 Bolt Rifle Ma 39 Lever Rifle Ma 50 Bolt Shotgun
Ma 55 Bolt Shotgun Ma Bolt Shotgun Ma 57 Lever Rifle Ma 60 Auto new style Marlin 60 old style
See pictures of the difference on. Ma 75 Auto Rifle Ma 80 Rifle Ma 81 Rifle Ma 99 Auto Rifle Ma
Bolt Rifle Ma Pump shotgun Matador 1 or Mauser 98 Rifle Mauser Short Action Rifle Mauser
Siamese Mauser Mauser Dutch British M-1 Carbine. French Mil A S.. Sauer 38H CZ Checz Mil
Models Series Models , Models Fits All Bolt Act Shotgun Bolt HP Rifle If you don't see yours
here draw an outline. Model Lever Raven 25 Automatic Reck LA Fury. Reck Derringer Rifles Etc
Last one! Shotgun Firing Pins. Rolling Block Rifle SS RG RGS Sauer Sav 3C,3D,3E. Sav 4 Bolt
Rifle Sav 5 Bolt Rifle Sav 6 Bolt Rifle Sav 7 Bolt Rifle Sav 15 Bolt SS Rifle Sav 18D Bolt Shotgun
Sav 18 Bolt Shotgun Sav 29A or 29B Pump Rifle Sav 30 Pump Shotgun Sav 34 Bolt Rifle Sav 37
Bolt Shotgun Sav 38 Bolt Shotgun Sav 39 Bolt Shotgun Sav 46 Bolt Rifle Sav 51 Bolt Shotgun
Sav 53 Bolt Rifle Sav 54 Bolt Shotgun Sav 55 Bolt Rifle Sav 56 Bolt Rifle Sav 57 Auto Rifle Sav
58 Bolt Shotgun Sav 59 Bolt Shotgun Sav 60 Auto Rifle Sav 63 Bolt Rifle SS Sav 65 Bolt Rifle
Sav 66 Bolt Rifle Sav 67 Pump Shotgun Sav 71 Rifle SS Sav 72 Rifle SS Sav 73 Bolt Rifle SS Sav
74 Rifle SS Sav 76 Auto Rifle Sav 77 Pump Shotgun Sav 83 Bolt Rifle Sav 84 Bolt Rifle Sav 85
Auto Rifle Sav 86 Bolt Rifle Sav 87 Auto Rifle Sav 88 Auto Rifle Sav 89 Lever Rifle Sav 90 Auto
Rifle Sav 94 Single Shotgun Sav 95 Single Shotgun Sav Single Shotgun Sav Bolt Rifle Sav SS
Rifle Sav Crossbolt Shotgun Sav Pump Rifle Sav Automatic Sav Bolt Shotgun Sav Bolt shotgun
Sav Double Sav Auto Rifle Sav Double Shotgun Sav Pump Shotgun Sav Double shotgun Sav
Pump shotgun Sav Auto Shotgun Round.. Sav Auto Shotgun Square. Sav single shotgun Sav
Favorite SS Rifle Sav Crackshot SS Rifle Stevens Visible Loader Sears 21 Pump Shotgun Sears
34 Auto Rifle Sears 35 Pump Rifle Sears 66 Auto Shotgun Sears 75 Auto Shotgun Sears Auto
Pistol Sears Dbl F. On Hammer. P In Frame Schmeiser Auto Sharps 4 Barrel Derringer Spesco
Single Action To find the Model ,look on the bottom. Star Starfire Star Model D Star Starlet Star
Lancer Star BKS Star BM Star BKM Star BS Star F Star P Star PS Star B Star S Star SS Star S-I
Star M Star A Star Starlight BKS Star PD Star HN Star Police Sterling Titan VP Automatic

Tokarev 30 Revolver Taurus 65 Revolver Taurus 66 Revolver Taurus 73 Revolver Taurus 82
Revolver Taurus 84 Revolver Taurus 86 Revolver Unique 52 Auto Unique Buccaneer Unique
Corsair. Unique Escort Short Unique Model L Unique Mikros New Unique Mikros Old Unique
BCF WAC French Automatic Walther Model 2 Front Walther Model 2 Rear Walther Model 5 Front
Walther Model 5 Rear Walther Model Walther Model P Flat Win 06 Pump Rifle Win 12 Pump
Shotgun Win 37 Old Model Single Barr.. Win 37A New Model Single Win 42 Pump Shotgun Win
55 Lever Rifle Win 61 Rifle Win 62 Pump Rifle Win 63 Auto Rifle Win 64 Lever Rifle Win 67A Bolt
Rifle Win 69 Bolt Rifle Firing Pin Black Powder Firing pin. Win 94 Pre 64 Lever Rifle Win 97
Pump Shotgun Win Auto Rifle.. Win Bolt Rifle Win Auto Rifle Win Pump Shotgun Win Auto
Shotgun Win Lever Rifle Win Hi Wall Black Powder Win Hi Wall Smokeless Win Rifle When
possible send the old Firing pin. Firing Pin and Recoil Springs. Give us their Number and we will
convert it to the Right Model. OUT 4 Astra Front OUT 9 Astra Revolver Held in place by a cross
pin. New Model Astra Cadix Out Bryco Haenel German Right or Left style? Excam GT Ser
Please. Iver Johnson Late 22 Revolvers Firing pin on hammer Smith Double Out Model D.
Compare your pin with those in the Picture Below. Old Or New Model OUT 12 14 or Pump. On
Hammer Out Star SS Out Star S-I Out Star M Net 9m. There have been some questions regarding
the Jennings J semi-automatic pistol to be used next Sunday at the Blogger Blastorama. This is
a picture of the exact one that will be used when Rivrdog and Mr. Completely duel it out! If so,
I'm outta here. You should mount a 30mm propoint on your DISG. That thing is so awesome I
think a slide mount would work perfectly. I believe you have it wrong, sir. As I said before, I
suspect that you got the gun when some gangsta dropped it in your yard while fleeing from the
po-leece. Since it is a gangsta gun, it is improperly equipped for a duel, which is probably why it
has been tumbling the bullets it fires. The weapon is designed to fire gangsta-style, held
sideways with the shooting hand across the shooter's chest. It will probably fire correctly when
shot in this style. You may refer to my blog where I have done you the service of providing the
name of a fine gunsmithy who alters the sights of a handgun to fit gangsta style shooting.
However, those scars you see on the faces of the gangstas aren't just from juvenile acne, many
of them come from ejected hulls striking the face and neatly punching out little round holes in
the skin, so prepare to be ugly for the rest of your life, having chosen this weapon. Will KeeWee
mind if your rugged good looks give way to just rugged looks? Only time will tell. Stay tuned for
"The rest of the soap opera", playing Sunday at a range near you. It looks the one in the picture
so how can i find out on if it is a disg model and how far can i break the gun down if you might
know. I just purchased the jennings j22 for 45 bucks at the pawn shop, i thought ok im an avid
gun collector constantly looking to have more guns, to proudly display, i took the j22 down to
the pond and squeezed a few rounds in the pond!!! FOR 45 bucks and no problems yet it did all
i could as fire!!! I own a Jennings J22 and enjoy the heck out of it It shoots straight, and has
proven to be a fairly reliable gun. It is a good cheap gun, it is cheap to shoot, and would work as
a conceal and carry weapon for self defense. It's funny to see all of the gun snobs dog these
guns Somehow the bad press is related to a boy being shot by a Bryco pistol. If you are looking
for a fun cheap plinking gun or something for self defense pick one up and have fun with it.
ANON: You would probably be best off by getting a better pistol. There are a lot of choices for
small pistols that are far more reliable. It appears to be a far superior version of J's made in the
past. What do you think bout that? I've never seen a calwestco J, but if they successfully
resolved the reliability issues, that'd be great! It will load one shell and fire and then load
another and not fire. I was wandering if you had any tips. Sean: to disassemble, push in the
thing on the back of the slide with a screwdriver or small punch, then lift the slide up and
rearward to get it off. Read through the comments for a lot of good feedback. I need several
parts for a J22 if anyone has one broken and would part it out please email me at. I've been
trying to do a little research for my grandfather who just calls the gun his little saturday night
special. The diffrence between my gramps weapon and the one pictured however was a
diffrence in the saftey mechanism. My name is Andy. J by her son. She brought it over
yesterday so she could shoot it for the first time. I don't know where it came from, but I am
pretty sure that she got it because of the problems it has. I have noticed that the magazine does
not support the rounds propperly and the first 2 rounds jam by hitting the bottom of the feeder's
slide, the last 2 jam by hitting the roof of the chamber, and the only fun you get for the trouble is
the third and fourth rounds which feed properly. I also discovered that it won't fire the first or
second rounds once you get them into the chamber. I had been contimplating filing the plastic
part in the clip that supports the rounds until I noticed that the first 2 rounds are already
pointing downward to far to begin with. The safety is a flat piece of metal under the slide, in a
grove in the left side grip, and will work with or without the clip installed. I just now made a new
discovery about this little jewel. If the safety is on it won't cock. I expected it not to fire of
course, but I have never had a weapon of any make or type that would not cock with the safety

on. As to shooting it When it did fire, it was great. It makes a great plinker anyway. Just a quick
update on the MnL's J We picked up some Remington Viper 22s earlier this week. They have a
stepped style bullet and are "hi velocity" rounds. I don't know if it was the shape of the bullet or
the "h. Now I can't wait for warmer weather so I can see if it will shoot strait. So in short This is
the most God terrible gun one can buy. Just ask me i own one. Don't ask long story. The gun i
got may be one of the best j out there. Its the Jamming J What manufacturer of ammo do you
reccomend? I tried to load winchester hollow points and federal bird shot, neither round would
chamber. Any ideas? I don't know if you have any of the original materials with your J, but as
far as I know my uncle's has all of his unfired J Handwritten on the side of the box with the
model and serial number is HH If failure to feed or eject problems persist, the factory
recommends using Remington Hi Velocity or C. Stingers or another round with slightly bigger,
and from what I can remember I think it was charge but it could have been bullet weight.
WANTED one or two j22 magazine clip by theway i done some modifications on mine so now
works better marcruz1 hotmail. I have a j22 that I've owned for something like 20 years now.
Been firing C. Mine will jam once in awhile but I can shoot the wings off a fly with it at 20 yards.
For the price I paid, this is a great little pocket pistol. Especially after you file the sear down to
make it full auto LOL. I just wish I could find a higher capicity clip for it. Try a high velocity
hollow point and see if you have any better luck. Seems to make a huge difference. Good luck.
Had a lot of fun reading this blog but had to through out some info. I also have a Jennings J22
in the "Silver Box" addition. By properly I mean every 3 to 4 mags, disassemble the fire arm,
clean thoroughly, lubricate and reassemble. Keep it clean fellows and it'll perform. Can you
please email me a place where I can buy an extra magazine for my J? Thank you. I got mine
from a very frustrated man at a range for free because he didn't know how to get it to cycle
properly. He threw it on the counter and said he was done. I took it home cleaned it thoroghly
and it works like it was new. For the record it had a small burr on the feed ramp keeping the
round from extracting. Do any of you j22 owners shoot bird shot in your Jennings? I'm trying to
rid my farm of English sparrows and they're wise to my rifle. Post a Comment. All contents
copyright , , , , , , and beyond, unless otherwise noted. Sunday, October 23, More on the
Jennings J Completely said Is this really a goo weapon to own? Need new firing pin for
Jennings J I don't think so. I wouldn't try it. News Carnival of Cordite 35 is up! New Element
Discovered! Completely's Cosmosphere Atom Site Feed. Advanced Search. Bryco M58, M
Displaying 1 to 21 of 21 products. This is the cam pin also called the catch pin Jimenez. This is
the Ejector Jimenez - Bryco - Jennings. This is the extractor - ejector pin Jimenez-Bryco. This is
the screw that holds the grips on to each side of the Jimenez. This is the screw that holds on
the grips Jimenez, Bryco, Jennings pistol. It fits all cals and all These are the Grips Jimenez,
Jennings. They are sold in pairs. They are sold in pairs A great A great way to They are A great
way These are the Zombie Green blood spat custom grips Jimenez 22 and. Spring safety on the
Jimenez. This is the trigger cross pin Jimenez, Bryco, Jennings Pistols. It fits ALL bryco. Gun
Parts for Antique Vintage Firearms. Cam Pin Jimenez. Ejector Jimenez Bryco Jennings -. Ejector
Pin Jimenez Bryco Jennings. Extractor - ejector pin Jimenez. Firing Pin Jennings Bryco
Jimenez -. Grips Black. Jimenez Bryco Jennings. Grips O. Safety spring Jimenez. Sear
assembly - Jimenez Bryco Jennings -. Trigger sub assembly Jimenez Bryco Jennings. Contact
Us. Thank you for making the effort to visit our internet site. One of things that we we think is
great and that we do very well is the truth that we have a great online search engine to display
all your requests. You see, the majority of search engines do not offer you appropriate search
engine result on the key phrases that you enter. Our device, nevertheless, provides you exactly
just what you want. You see, we take your search question and suit that up with hundreds of
on-line sellers throughout the globe. Then, we establish specifically what you are looking for
and present that to you in a clear and concise way. It seems that you are hunting for Bryco Gun
Parts today. Did you know that eBay has the most substantial option of Bryco Gun Parts from
any type of on-line store and can also provide the best cost on Bryco Gun Parts? The fantastic
thing is that when you click and thing below, then you are consider all the great product photos
and a comprehensive description to make certain that it is the excellent item that you are
searching for. Bryco Arms Jennings Firing Pin -. In this way, you could come back and search
for more offers and obtain specifically what you are looking for anytime of the year. Always
remember to inform your buddies about our fantastic solutions and I bet they will certainly
enjoy you did. Many thanks for coming by our blog here at Guide to Vintage Gun Parts and we
wish to see you back right here very soon. Guide to Vintage Gun Parts. Guide to Purchasing
Vintage Firearms. Bryco Gun Parts Thank you for making the effort to visit our internet site.
View Product Details. Bryco Jennings Bryco Jennings Model 9 Firing Pin 9mm Bryco Jennings
Nine 9mm S. Bryco Jennings Model 59 Recoil Spring. All 4 One Price Item Jennings Bryco 58
Pistol Parts Slide. Bryco 38 Pistol Parts Slide. Bryco Arms Jennings T Jennings Bryco Arms 59

9mm Pistol Parts-slide. Bryco Jennings Model J. Jennings Bryco 58 9mm Barrel. Bryco Firing
Pin Pistol. Bryco Model ca Used. Raven Model Mp Jennings Bryco 58 9mm Extractor. Bryco 38
acp Pistol Parts Slide. Bryco Nine - Trigger Disconector Used. Jennings Bryco Model Jennings
Bryco Original Model Ja Bryco 58 59 - Grip Screw Used. Factory Bryco Jennings Model Bryco
Arms 38 - Trigger Metal Used. Jennings Bryco 58 9mm Magazine Catch. Bryco Jennings. Search
Search for:. SER xx GB These parts are used and will show signs of use.
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All firearms parts should be inspected and installed by a competent gunsmith. Please do not
ask us to take out one part for sale if there is more than one part included, or to take any
measurements not already in photographs, this takes time and money. What you see in the
photos is what will be shipped, no more, no less, so please check carefully to ensure that the
parts you need is correct. The ONLY exception would be if there was a mistake made on our
end. We will ship to U. Alaska and Hawaii residents please email us for a shipping quote. Only
logged in customers who have purchased this product may leave a review. This is a demo store
for testing purposes â€” no orders shall be fulfilled. Customer MUST contact us within 3 days of
receipt of the item we do get specific dates packages are delivered. The item being returned
must be shipped AND received with 14 days from purchase date. Brand Jennings. Reviews
There are no reviews yet. Search Our Inventory Search for: Search. Your Cart.

